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   NEW ARRIVAL
 DIVE INTO THE DEPTHS
 Our best-selling products meet a tranquil hue. High Dive Blue is inspired by the depth and serenity of the Ocean, making it a limited-time release.
 SHOP THE COLLECTION
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 LIMITED EDITION

  $150
 

 
   Accented Hardware
 Blocks RFID
 Patented Design

  600 Piece Set
 Lifetime Warranty
 99 Day Free Trial


 SHOP NOW
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 EVERYDAY ESSENTIALS
 Everyday Tee, Retro Stripe, or Athletic Ankle Socks, 
 each made in the USA to the highest quality 
 standards and built to withstand everyday wear.
 SHOP ESSENTIALS
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 SHOP HYPER LIME
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  100,000 5-Star Reviews
 Join millions of happy customers who choose to do more with less.
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  99 Day Risk-free Trial
 If you don't absolutely love your gear after 99 days, send it back. No questions asked.
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  Lifetime Warranty
 Our gear is designed to perform day-in and day-out for life â€” guaranteed.
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  WEATHERPROOF 
 CARRY-ON
 Signature Weatherproof Design with an IPX3 Waterproof Rating.
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  EVERYDAY CARRY
 Weâ€™ve fine-tuned these thoughtful essentials for every life and every routine.
 SHOP NOW
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 Hyper Lime is backâ€”bright, bold, and ready for the limelight once again.
 SHOP THE COLLECTION
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  DESIGN SERIES x H.B. NIELSEN
 Introducing our limited edition Design Series with H.B. Nielsen.
 SHOP THE COLLECTION
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  SHOP RIDGE NEAR YOU
 Browse gear carried by our trusted partners.
 FIND IT LOCALLY
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 We're venturing into travel to deliver a new level of quality, design, and innovation for anywhere life takes you.
 SHOP NOW
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 Redefine your adventures.
 GET STARTED WITH RIDGE
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 LEATHER, 
 BUT BETTER
 A modern twist on a classic material. Shop Tobacco Brown & Midnight Black. 

  20% OFF | NOW $99
 SHOP NOW
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 EVERYDAY COMFORT
 Performance Crafted- Discover the difference between our wear-tested durability and performance-built Everyday Crew and Athletic Ankle Socks.
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 Fast and Free Shipping
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   See what millions of customers are saying

   The best wallet ever
 Rugged yet refined, our watches are a thoughtful choice for the everyday adventurer.
 - Charles

  HIGHLY RECOMMEND
 "I got my husband this Ridge wallet for his birthday and he loves it. It's slim, keeps his plastic cards and cash organized. We highly recommend."
 - Kathy
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 CYBER exclusive

 $67 $95 (30% OFF)
 
   â€¢Holds 1-12 cards
 â€¢Blocks RFID
 â€¢Premium Metal

  â€¢Secures 2-6 Keys
 â€¢Lifetime Warranty
 â€¢99 Day Free Trial


 BUY NOW
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     THE MISSION
 The Ridge crafts products made to last a lifetime with simple, functional designs ready for anything and everything. Our materials are chosen with care and a thoughtful connection to the insights of our growing community - setting our North star as we strive to improve everyday. Together we can do more with less. 
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     Over 3 million happy customers
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 Great Everyday Carry
 â€œAll in all, great products. "I donâ€™t carry much cash on me but the little that I do carry is held perfectly with the money strap."
  - Charles
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 Love the color!
 â€œI absolutely love my wallet and it looks as good as the day I received it. The color is exactly as you see on the website."
  - Miles
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 Boyfriend loves it!
 â€œSleek and compact, yet spacious enough to hold essentials. Durable and high-quality materials."
  - Mica
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   See what millions of customers are saying

   The best wallet ever
 "The best wallet I've ever owned. From the unique design to the fit and finish of the product, I am thoroughly impressed."
 - Charles

  HIGHLY RECOMMEND
 "I got my husband this Ridge wallet for his birthday and he loves it. It's slim, keeps his plastic cards and cash organized. We highly recommend."
 - Kathy
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      JOIN THE SWITCH
 
              Our weekly newsletter featuring the best in gear, tech, cars, & watches.
  








 Newsletter
 Sign Up For Our Newsletter
  Thank you for signing up!
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1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017




 Gender  Select Gender...
Male
Female
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